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ILS 22G Sho-Q-box Lectern System 

A revolutionary presentation appliance that suits board meetings, press conferences, seminars, 
lectures and formal speaking events. 

Improve your presentation delivery with ease and confidence. 
 
The ILS22G with sho-Q Presenter is so intuitive to use, that no  
operator training is required. Just bring your presentation on a 
USB stick, plug it in, and you are ready to go.  

The ILS 22G module represents a complete technology package 
for presentation solutions. It is a stylish all-in-one presentation 
console in versatile 1.5” – 3” flat box, with 22” monitor plus 
surrounding room and source controls, keyboard and annota-
tion pad, engraved in a 31” touch glass cover.  There is no bezel 
around the glass. The durable 5mm thick aluminum packaging 
comes with XLR3 and XLR5 microphone sockets.

Control multiple Powerpoint presentations with a single touch, jump between 
slides of all presentations in seconds for meeting productivity.   
The presenter is supported with context sensitive controls for his presentation, 
only the buttons that are needed are visible. This concept is also applied to 
the selective backlight control of the buttons surrounding the monitor.  

The ILS22G console mounts on any user-designed lectern cabinet, on the 
ILS provided Powerlift pedestal (ILS22GL), on its ILS24G  SpeakersCorner 
19”rack based cabinet with monitor-tilt, or it comes with tabletop portable 
solutions (ILS22GT).

 
Specifications: 
Front: DVD slot, 4 USB. 
Internal: Core2Duo CPU.  
I/O: DVI-I, 3x RS232, 8x relays (in RJ45, DIN5, audio jack), 3x internal relays, 2xLAN,  
 MiniXLR3, MiniXLR4, PC Audio. 
Controls: on/off projector, lights, touch, audio level, microphone mute/adjust,  
 4-way switcher source control, display mirror/span switcher control. 
Shortcuts: to sho-Q, annotation, desktop and a jump to user-defined functions. 

Optional: Shure gooseneck with condenser mic cartridge and pre-amp on XLR5 socket.

The ILS 22G makes use of ground-braking multi-frame direct touch  
technology. It  uses multiple sensors to control both the touch screen driven 
software, and the selective back-lit touch fields for keyboard and mouse  
– all from a single glass plate.

ILS 22GT

ILS 22GL



 

Your complete audiovisual systems integrator:

all presentations selection previous/current/next  
slide & notes

staged slide  
animation control

instant selection from  
all slides

ILS 24G SpeakersCorner. 

The ILS22G lectern module is integrated on a cabinet that includes a 19” 
rack inside.  Beautiful workmanship in a pillar style pre-wired lectern. Swiss 
design, German manufacturing.  
 
The viewing angle on the console can be adjusted from almost level to a 40° 
angle for comfortable viewing and interacting. The touch glass includes con-
trol of the integrated 4-way and 2-way Extron switchers; switch to additional 
notebooks/visualizer while maintaining seamless image to the audience.  
 
The 19” bay allows integration of audio amplification and additional  
sources. This may include additional computing for heavy applications such 
as a  complete virtual studio mixer for mixing presentation data with video 
and camera sources, forming a single high resolution data stream for dis-
tance learning and remote attendance applications.  
 
Present comfortably using sho-Q presenter, consider the upgrade to the ILS     
Mix&Stream solutions.

Sho-Q 
 
Sho-Q makes presentation delivery simple, efficient and  comfortable:
• Control multiple presentations from within the application makes fast presenter changes and seamless continuity
• View the current slide, next and previous slide, slide notes and a timer simultaneously
• Context-sensitive user interface appear when needed to control embedded media, animations and staged slides
• Set up an entire seminar of different presenters within a single sho-Q structure for a one-touch start of each  
presentation
• Automatic inclusion of presentations brought on USB-sticks and its proper deletion when removed. 
 
See www.intelligentlecterns.com for latest models, versions and solutions. 
Download Sho-Q from www.sho-q.com    

ILS24G
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